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Abstract. We will define the second order Cesaro operator spaces and we will show that those
spaces are Banach spaces, are separable, fulfill dominant Lebesgue theorem, are not rearrange-
ment invariant, not reflexive and strictly convex.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [3] the Cesaro function space is defined as follows:
Cesp.X/D














And for this space several properties are shown, such as separability, dominant Le-
besgue theorem etc. In [4] the second order Cesaro sequence space is defined and
some of the topological properties are given . In this paper we will define the Cesaro
second order function space.
Let .X;s;/ be a  finite measure space and let L0 D L0.X/ denote the set of
all equivalence classes of complex valued measurable functions defined on X; where
X D Œ0;1 or X D Œ0;1/: Then, for 1 p <1; the Cesaro second function space is

















and for p D1
Ces21.X/D
(






j.2x  t /f .t/jdt <1
)
: (1.2)
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In what follows we will use this inequality: For any numbers A;B and for any
1 < p <1; we have
jACBjp  2p 1.jAjpCjBjp/: (1.3)
Proposition 1. The Cesaro function space Cesp.X/ is a subset of the Cesaro
second order function space Ces2p.X/; for 1 p 1:









































Hence, inclusion follows from the last relation. 







we get the following result.
Proposition 2. Ces2p.X/; for 2 < p 1 is a generalization of cesp.X/; in the
sense of inclusion and inclusion is strict.
Proof. The first part follows directly from Hardy’s inequality and Proposition 1.





where  is the characteristic function of the interval subscripted and for 2 < p <1;
set an D .0;0;    ; n„ƒ‚…
n th position
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for p > 2: Hence, f .x/ 2 ces2p.X/.
For p D1, set an D .0;0;    ; n2„ƒ‚…
n th position



































which shows that f .x/ 2 Ces21.X/. 
Theorem 1. The Cesaro second order function space Ces2p.X/ is a normed linear





















j.2x  t /f .t/jdt for p D1:
Lemma 1. If f 2 Ces2p.X/; 1 < p 1; then f 2L1.0;k/ for any fixed positive
number k:
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Proof. To prove this Lemma, we will follow ideas given in [2]. Let 1 < p <1






















j.2x  t /f .t/jdt
#p
dx: (1.4)




















































Hence, from relations (1.4) and (1.5), we get the desired result.
Second case where p D1:





0 j.2x  t /f .t/jdt > jjf jjC.1/
o
: From definition
of the space Ces2p.X/ it follows that .E/D 0: In Ec ; we can choose real number





j.2x  t /f .t/jdt  jjf jjC.1/)
Z x
0
j.2x  t /f .t/jdt  x2  jjf jjC.1/:
On the other side we have this estimation:Z x
0











jjf jj1  xk  jjf jjC.1/:

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Theorem 2. The Cesaro second order function space Ces2p.X/; for 1 < p <1;















Proof. Let .fn/ be any Cauchy sequence of functions belonging to Ces2p.X/:
Then for every  > 0; there exists an integer n./ such that
jjfm fnjj   for all m;n n./:
By Lemma 1 every .fn/ 2 L1.0;k/ for any fixed k 2 N: Let us denote by f D
fm   fn; from Lemma 1 it follows that .fn/ is a Cauchy sequence related to the
norm in the L1.0;k/: In particular, for k D 1 the sequence .fn/ has a subsequence
converging a.e., on .0;1/: Let f 0n D fn; and for any positive integer k; let .f kn /
be a subsequence of f k 1n converging a.e., on .0;k/: Then diagonal sequence .f kk /
converges a.e., on .0;k/ to some measurable function f: Now we will estimate the
difference jjf  fnjjC.p/ as n!1: For any fixed x and Fatou’s Lemma we have:Z x
0
















R j.2x  t /.f k.t/ fn.t//jdtp : Then by applying Fatou’s Lemma






D liminf jjf kk  fnjjpC.p/ < p; for n > N./:
Thus jjf  fnjjC.p/ <  for every n > N./ and fixing one such n; the inequalities
jjgjjC.p/  jjf  fnjjC.p/CjjfnjjC.p/ <1;
shows that f 2 Ces2p.X/: 




exists for almost every x 2 .0;1/: If there is a function g 2 Ces2p.X/; 1 < p <1;
such that
jfn.x/j  g.x/ a.e.,nD 1;2;   
then f 2 Ces2p.X/ and jjfn f jjC.p/! 0; as n!1
We omit the proof of the Theorem, because it is similar to Theorem 4 in [2].
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Theorem 4. Ces2p.X/ is a separable space for 1 < p <1:
Proof. Proof of the Theorem is similar to the Theorem 5 given in [2]. For this
reason we omit it. 
Theorem 5. The Cesaro second order function space Ces2p.X/; for p D1; is a









j.2x  t /f .t/jdt; for p D1:
Theorem 6. The Cesaro second order function space Ces21.X/ is not a separable
space.
Theorem 7. The Cesaro second order function spaces Ces21.X/; are:
(1) Not rearrangement invariant
(2) Not reflexive




Proof. (1) Let us consider the function f .x/ D 1
1 x ; for x 2 Œ0;1/: Then from
Theorem 1-c, in [5], it follows that f 2CespŒ0;1; for 1p <1:And from Propos-
ition 2 we get f .x/ 2 Ces2p Œ0;1: In other hand, rearrangement function f  D 1t ; for
t 2 .0;1 is not in Ces2p Œ0;1: And therefore Ces2p Œ0;1 is not rearrangement invari-
ant. In case where pD1; we can take the function g.x/D 1p
1 x ; for x 2 Œ0;1/ and
jjgjjCes1Œ0;1D 2; respectively from Proposition 2 if follows that g.x/2Ces21Œ0;1:
The rearrangement function for g is g D 1p
t
; for t 2 Œ0;1/ and after some calcula-
tions we have that jjgjjCes21Œ0;1 D1: Hence, g … Ces21Œ0;1:
(2) It follows directly from Proposition 2, and fact thatCesp.I / contains a copy of the
space L1.I /: It is known that L1.I / are not reflexive spaces and therefore Ces2p.I /
are not reflexive spaces.
(3) Proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1-h given in [5]. For this reason we omit
it. 
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